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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the theory of a novel mechanism of energy absorption and induced

damping in structural systems and its application to aerospace industry. The underlying

principles of the physical phenomena have been addressed in several earlier publica-

tions, which focused on prototypical systems of absorbers that consist of a set of

single-degree-of-freedom resonators. This paper generalizes those theoretical develop-

ments to the case of a cluster of beams attached to a continuous primary structure, to

develop predictive methods for the expected performance of this new type of absorber,

with particular emphasis on its optimal design. An embodiment of the conceived device

is illustrated for an aerospace structure, a satellite, with the purpose of reducing the

vibration of the electronic components on board during lift-off. Experimental results

illustrate the feasibility and the attractiveness of this new absorption technique.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The effect of complex attachments on the dynamic response of built-up structures and their use as vibration absorbers
have been the subject of numerous investigations in recent years. These studies examined different aspects of energy
exchange between a so-called master structure that in the simplest case represented as a single-degree-of-freedom
oscillator and a set of linear oscillators attached to it [1–15]. Several investigations (viz., [1–4]) showed that the numerous
oscillators attached to a master structure collectively act like a viscous damper and increase its effective damping
significantly. These results further suggested that damping induced by the attached oscillators on the master structure
does not depend on the details of loss factor in each oscillator and that such a set of oscillators absorbs energy even for
vanishing values of loss factor in each oscillator so long as the number of oscillators remain large, approaching infinity [1].

Weaver in a series of investigations [6–10] generally corroborated these results, providing alternative approaches and
results, and validated the expression developed by Pierce et al. [1] for vanishing loss factors in the oscillators for early
times, pointing out that, in the case of a finite number of oscillators, the assertions for vanishing loss factors hold true only
for transient exchange of energy. At later times, energy returns to the master [6], behaving as a series of exponentially
decaying pulses in the impulse response [3].

This subtle but significant difference relates to the issues surrounding modal overlap and the conditions under which it
is permissible to represent the summation in the equations of motion by an integration as discussed previously by, for
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example, [3,4,14]. At a more fundamental level, however, the issue centers around the definitions of ‘‘apparent damping’’
that a master experiences as energy flows to the attached oscillators vs. true dissipation that converts vibratory energy
into thermal energy, through loss mechanisms in the attached oscillators. (The one exception that crosses over these two
cases would be a nonlinear system, such as a large number of atoms in a solid, that undergoes oscillations, which
themselves represent thermal energy or true dissipation [16].)

Consequently, as Maidanik [14] pointed out, the actual dissipation of energy in a linear system requires a physical loss
mechanism for the entire system. For a large number of oscillators, loss factor in each can be small so long as their sum is
finite [14]. On the other hand, if the attached oscillators have zero loss, even for very large number of oscillators, their
presence offers an apparent damping source. Weaver [6] pointed out that apparent damping in linear systems is a
transient event followed by a periodic return of energy with a return time that depends on the number of oscillators. For a
very large number of oscillators, the transient event has a very long duration.

These studies have shown that achieving irreversible energy transfer in conservative linear systems requires infinite
degrees of freedom or infinite number of attached oscillators. However, when their number is finite, the mechanism of
energy trapping in the attachment becomes more complicated [17,18]. For practical cases where the primary structure has
a finite number of oscillators attached to it, the concept of irreversibility applies only during a transient period described as
the return time during which energy flows into the satellite oscillators before returning to the primary structure.

The conditions that influence the return time were investigated to obtain a lower bound for it by an analysis of the
reaction force on a rigid base by a finite number of oscillators demonstrating the influence of natural frequency
distribution [17]. Based on these findings, the concept of linear energy sink was developed by optimizing the natural
frequency distribution of the attached oscillators to minimize the energy retained by the structure to which they are
attached [19]. The concept of linear energy sink was demonstrated through simple experiments that demonstrated how
attached oscillators with the optimum frequency distributions can collectively absorb and retain the vibratory energy from
an impulsively excited structure [20]. Analyses inspired by probably density distributions showed the existence of a family
of frequency distributions for attached oscillators that lead to near-irreversibility of vibratory energy transfer [18–21].
These studies demonstrated the key characteristic of the frequency distributions as having condensation points, which
lead to decaying impulse response function even in lossless systems, a phenomenon that can be observed in preloaded
plates on elastic foundations and shells [22]. The loss-free linear oscillators with the same frequency distributions showed
comparable performance in energy absorption with the cases when the oscillators in the complex attachment had
nonlinearities resulting from impacts among them or having parametric stiffness [23]. The near-irreversibility observed in
the studies cited above has close connections with energy flow between mechanical resonators, energy equipartitioning
and entropy [24–27].

It is worth noting that the concept of damping in lossless systems has also been explored in control systems
(viz., [28–30]), and also used as a basis for macroscopic irreversibility in thermodynamics [31] and for energy interaction
in complex hybrid systems [32]. The idea of using complex attachments can be realized using different physical
configurations and with mechanical as well as a set of electrical resonators. An electrical analog of the systems reported
in [18,19,21] is described in [33] that is based on the use of piezoelectric coupling. Another physical configuration assumes
the master is a floating body in waves subjected to shock excitations as described in [34,35] and in this case the attachment,
as reported in [33], has the twofold effect of mitigating the floating platform response and that of producing energy.

Many of these studies focused on time-domain response of the system and considered impulse response and short-time
behavior. Building on these findings, the present paper extends the concept of apparent damping to a cluster of parallel
beams and develops design rules for its application to a class of systems to absorb vibratory energy from primary
structure. In particular, design and construct of an absorber and its application to a satellite is described.

The theoretical part, developed in Sections 2 and 3, synthesizes two basic results developed in time and frequency
domains, together with physical interpretation of the induced equivalent damping. These results are then used to develop
design rules for an optimal device and applied to a satellite, as illustrated in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Apparent damping effect of a cluster of beams

The purpose of this section is to derive the coupled equations of motion of a system that consists of a primary structure and
an attached cluster of beams. The cluster consists of a set of N elastic beams, each clamped at its mid-point to the same rigid
support AB, which is attached at point P to the primary elastic structure by the rigid connector QP, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.1. The coupled equations of motion

The governing equation of motion, for a continuous, linear undamped primary structure is described by

L wðx,tÞ½ �þm0M
@2wðx,tÞ

@t2
¼ Rdðx�xPÞ ð1Þ

where d is the Dirac’s distribution, L½ �, wðx,tÞ and m0M are the structural operator, the displacement and the mass density,
respectively, of the structure. x represents the spatial variable along the primary structure. R describes the reaction force
by the cluster on the primary at xP, where it is attached to the master.



Beams

Fig. 1. Sketch of the master–cluster coupling.
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Thus, the primary structure is coupled to the beams through R, which represents the sum of their clamping shear forces Ti:

R¼
XN

i ¼ 1

Ti ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

Bi
@3wi

@x3
i

�����
xi ¼ 0

ð2Þ

where Bi, wi and xi represent the bending stiffness, flexural displacement (in the same direction as w) and the coordinate
along the ith beam of the cluster, respectively.

The Nþ1 coupled equations of motion are:

L wðx,tÞ½ �þm0M
@2wðx,tÞ
@t2 �dðx�xPÞ

XN

i ¼ 1

Bi
@3wi

@x3
i

�����
xi ¼ 0

¼ 0

Bi
@4wiðxi ,tÞ

@x4
i

þm0i
@2wiðxi ,tÞ

@t2 ¼m0i
@2wðxP ,tÞ

@t2 , i¼ 1,2,. . .,N

8>>><
>>>:

ð3Þ

where m
0

i is the mass per unit length of the ith beam. The second of Eq. (3) represents the motion of the elastic beams
clamped at a moving base, the primary structure. The motion of the base AB provides a uniformly distributed inertial force
m0ið@

2wðxP ,tÞ=@t2Þ. Representing with Fi h(xi) and qi h(t), respectively, the hth orthonormal mode of the clamped-free ith
beam and the associated principal co-ordinates of the primary, the beam vibrations within the cluster can be described by

wiðxi,tÞ ¼
X1
h ¼ 1

FihðxiÞqihðtÞ ð4Þ

where the modes are normalized with respect to mass density. Substituting these expressions in the second of Eq. (3) and
using orthonormality conditions produces

€qihðtÞþo2
ihqihðtÞ ¼ Lih

@2wðxp,tÞ

@t2
ð5Þ

where oi h is the hth natural frequency of the ith beam with

Lih ¼

Z li

0
m0iFihðxiÞdxi ð6Þ

Solutions to Eq. (5) can be expressed as a convolution:

qihðtÞ ¼ GðtÞ
Lih

oih
sinoiht

� �
n
@2wðxP ,tÞ

@t2
ð7Þ

with G(t) as the Heaviside’s distribution.
With Eqs. (4) and (7), Eq. (3) can be rewritten as an integro-differential equation in terms of the primary structure

displacement w:

L wðx,tÞ½ �þm0M
@2wðx,tÞ

@t2
�dðx�xPÞ SðtÞGðtÞ½ �n

@2wðxP ,tÞ

@t2
¼ 0 ð8Þ
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where

SðtÞ ¼
X1
h ¼ 1

XN

i ¼ 1

Uih

oih
sinoiht, Uih ¼ BiLih

@3Fih

@x3
i

�����
xi ¼ 0

ð9Þ

Expressions similar to the kernel S(t)G(t) in Eq. (8) have been shown to have remarkable properties [18]. Of particular
interest among these properties is the one that allows, under certain conditions, replacement of the summation (i¼1, N) in
S(t), by an integral, which helps demonstrate the damping effect the cluster produces on the master.

Considering that each beam has its own discrete set of natural frequencies, the integration process replaces the
summation across hth natural frequency of the N beams in the cluster with a continuous distribution of frequencies with
frequency spacing between them approaching zero. Introduction of a dummy continuous variable w¼ i/N that varies
between 0 and 1 to the set of resonators, with Dw¼1/N, illustrates the approximation of the summation in Eq. (9) by an
integral I(t):

SðtÞ ¼
X1
h ¼ 1

N
XN

i ¼ 1

UhðwiÞ

ohðwiÞ
sinohðwiÞt

1

N
� IðtÞ ¼

X1
h ¼ 1

N

Z 1

0

UhðwÞ
ohðwÞ

sinohðwÞt dw ð10Þ

where oh(w) represents the continuous distribution of the hth natural frequency throughout the set of beams. The integral
(10) can be evaluated by first replacing the integration variable w by oh through (doh(w)/dw)¼ f(oh) and introducing new
integration limits:

IðtÞ ¼
X1
h ¼ 1

N

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ

UhðwÞ
ohf ðohÞ

sinoht doh ð11Þ

where f(oh) represents the frequency density of the hth mode of the beams. Uh(w) in Eq. (11) can also be expressed in
terms of oh. For a set of clamped-free beams of different lengths and cross sectional areas, Uh(w) can be expressed as

UhðwÞ ¼
4BðwÞb2

h

l3ðwÞ
sinhbh�sinbh

cosbh�coshbh

� �2

ð12Þ

where b1¼1.875, b2¼4.694, b3¼7.85, etc.
The distribution of natural frequencies oh(w) depends on the bending stiffness B (w) and the length l (w) distributions

through ohðwÞ ¼ ðb
2
h=l2ðwÞÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðBðwÞ=m0ðwÞÞ

p
, where m

0

(w) represents mass per unit length for the beams in the set. Substitution
of this last expression in Eq. (12) gives

UhðwÞ ¼ mho2
hðwÞmðwÞ, mh ¼

4

b2
h

sinhbh�sinbh

cosbh�coshbh

� �2

where m(w)¼m
0

(w)l(w) is the distribution of beam mass within the set, which can further be expressed in terms of
frequency as m(oh), since o¼oh(w).

Replacing UhðwÞ ¼ mho2
hðwÞmðwÞ in Eq. (11), yields an approximate expression for S(t) as

SðtÞ � IðtÞ ¼
X1
h ¼ 1

N

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
sinoht doh ð13Þ

which when substituted in Eq. (8) produces the explicit equation of motion for the primary structure

L wðx,tÞ½ �þm0M
@2wðx,tÞ

@t2
�dðx�xPÞ

X1
h ¼ 1

NGðtÞ
Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
sinoht doh

" #
n
@2wðxP ,tÞ

@t2
¼ 0 ð14Þ

Eq. (14) represents the main result of this paper, describing the dynamics of the primary structure in time domain. The
third term in Eq. (14) represents the global action of the cluster on the primary explicitly in terms of the natural frequency
distribution of the beams in the attached absorber. The next section examines the same relationship in the frequency
domain to provide a clear picture of how a cluster of beams acts as a vibration absorber and a source of apparent damping.
2.2. Equivalent damping of the cluster

Through Fourier transform F, the frequency domain counterpart of the equation of motion (14) results

L Wðx,OÞ½ ��m0MO
2Wðx,OÞ�dðx�xPÞF

X1
h ¼ 1

NGðtÞ
Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
sinoht doh

" #
n
@2wðxP ,tÞ

@t2

( )
¼ 0 ð15Þ

where the third term has a nonzero imaginary part, indicating an equivalent dissipation effect by the cluster that has
particular frequency properties.
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The third term can be expanded and expressed as a convolution:

�O2NWðxP ,OÞ
X1
h ¼ 1

FfGðtÞgnF

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
sinoht doh

( )
ð16Þ

where the Fourier transform FfUg ¼
R þ1
�1
ðUÞe�jOt dt of each are:

F Gf g ¼ pdðOÞþ 1

jO
ð17Þ

and

F

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
sinoht doh

( )
¼

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ

Z þ1
�1

e�jOt sinoh t dtdoh

¼�jp
Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
dðOþohÞ�dðO�ohÞ
� 	

doh ¼�jp mh

OmðOÞ
f ðOÞ

� �
PhðOÞ ð18Þ

with

Ph ¼
1 for O 2 ½ohð0Þ,ohð1Þ�

0 elsewhere




The convolution then follows as

F GðtÞ
� �

nF

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
mh

ohmðohÞ

f ðohÞ
sinoht doh

( )
¼�jO p2mh

mðOÞ
f ðOÞ

� �
PhðOÞ�

Z þ1
�1

pmh

PhðzÞzmðzÞ
f ðzÞðz�OÞ

dz

The integral on the right-hand side above represents the kernel of the Hilbert transform H, which can be evaluated asZ þ1
�1

pmh

PhðzÞzmðzÞ
f ðzÞðz�OÞ

dz¼ p2mhH
PhðOÞOmðOÞ

f ðOÞ


 

Thus, in its final equivalent form, Eq. (15) becomes

L Wðx,OÞ½ ��m0MO
2Wðx,OÞ�dðx�xPÞWðx,OÞN

X1
h ¼ 1

jO p2mh

O2mðOÞ
f ðOÞ

" #
PhðOÞþp2mhO

2H
PhðOÞOmðOÞ

f ðOÞ


  !
¼ 0

Compared with, L½Wðx,OÞ��m0MO
2Wðx,OÞ), the real part of the series in the above equation can be neglected, leaving

L Wðx,OÞ½ ��m0MO
2Wðx,OÞ�jO p2N

O2mðOÞ
f ðOÞ

X1
h ¼ 1

mhPhðOÞ

" #
Wðx,OÞdðx�xPÞ ¼ 0

This expression has the familiar form of equation of motion in the frequency domain for a single-degree-of-freedom
oscillator with a frequency-dependent equivalent damping:

CeqðOÞ ¼ p2N
O2mðOÞ

f ðOÞ

X1
h ¼ 1

mhPhðOÞ ð19Þ

An alternative but still significant expression of this apparent damping effect can be developed by considering the mass of
dN beams as dm¼m(O)Ndw¼m(O)dN with a natural frequency within the bandwidth [O,OþdO] and substituting in Eq. (19):

CeqðOÞ ¼ p2O2 dm

dO

X1
h ¼ 1

mhPhðOÞ ð20Þ

The notable aspect of expressions (19) and (20) is that the resulting equivalent damping develops even in the absence
of any dissipation effect in the classical sense, thus forming the basis for the concept of apparent damping.

3. Physical considerations and properties of Ceq

3.1. Physical interpretation of Ceq in frequency and time domains

In the absence of any energy dissipation within the entire system, presence of a damping-like term in the equation of
motion for the primary structure amounts to energy transfer from the primary to the beams and is seen by the primary as
energy loss. In this sense, the cluster performs as a vibration or shock absorber, as demonstrated with simpler systems in [20].

It is worth noting here that the efficacy of the cluster as a vibration absorber can be high for transient vibrations, which
follows from the approximation introduced in Eq. (10) when replacing the summation S(t) by the integral I(t) in deriving
Ceq. The impact of this approximation on the effectiveness of Ceq can be better observed in the time domain. In general, S(t)
and I(t) differ by a remainder term R¼ I�S. As shown in [17], R is small at early times such that within a suitable time
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interval [0,tn], R. Thus, for totn, SE I, and 9R959S9� 9I9, and the approximation of S by I is acceptable and Eqs. (19) and
(20) represent the energy transfer accurately.

Moreover, using the wave analogy illustrated in [17], a reasonable value for tn can be estimated by

tn �
2pN

f ðOtunÞ
ð21Þ

where f(Otun) represents a function of the frequency of the primary structure to which the set of beams is tuned. It follows
that for tA[0,tn], Ceq represents the apparent damping effect on the primary, but not for times t4tn since, in general, at
times longer than tn, the energy that migrated to the set of resonators rapidly returns to the primary structure as a result of
recurrence. However, there are exceptions to the recurrence phenomenon commonly seen in energy transfer among non-
dissipative linear systems, as outlined in [18].

In some remarkable cases, the energy return phenomenon described above can be prevented. Consider the remainder
term R above which depends on the functions oh(w), which represent the frequency distribution of the attached
oscillators. Earlier studies have shown that a special class of oh(w) can minimize a suitable averaged value of the
remainder R, thus allowing approximation of the summation by an integral with a minimum error. In a sense, these
‘‘optimal’’ frequency distributions make tn so large that the energy return to the primary is not observable in practice. For
practical purposes, a large tn, in real structures, is substantially equivalent to an infinite tn. Indeed, even the smallest
dissipation inherent in any physical system will be sufficient to transform most of the vibration energy trapped in the
cluster into heat, leaving, at most, a negligible fraction of the energy initially to return to the primary beyond t¼tn.

Also, the return time and apparent damping are related such that the faster the energy transfer from the master to the
cluster, the longer the time tn it takes for any remaining energy to return to the primary [17]. Such a relationship is
equivalent to higher values of Ceq, and can also be derived from Eqs. (19) and (21) to show that Ceq(OM)ptn.

The next section provides details of an effective absorber design that acts as an apparent damper using the optimal
frequency distributions described above with increased performances in terms of both Ceq and tn.

3.2. Optimal frequency distributions and properties of Ceq(O)

Theoretically, the best frequency distribution oh(w) is found by solving for a functional minimization of the square average of
the remainder R2

¼
R

CR2PdC, where P and C are suitable weighting function and integration domain, respectively, as shown in
[18]. The resulting solutions belong to families of exponentials. Among them, a rather simple and effective distribution proposed
in [20] is

ooptðwÞ ¼
DW

2

2w�1

92w�19
ea92w�19�1

ea�1
þ1

" #
þomin

where wA[0,1], DW¼omax�omin is the absorber frequency bandwidth, with omax, omin maximum and minimum frequencies
within the cluster, respectively, and a is a parameter that modifies the shape of the frequency distribution. (Optimal value of a for
best energy absorption is shown to be about 2.5 [20].) For the design of the absorber under consideration here, the first modes of
the N beams are considered for the optimal distribution across the set of beams o1(w)¼oopt(w), assuming that the first
natural frequencies will dominate their response. The corresponding beam lengths within the cluster then follow as
lðwÞ ¼ ðb1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ooptðwÞ

p
Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðB=m0Þ4

p
, when all the beams of the cluster have the same bending stiffness B and same cross-sectional

area (same thickness h, width b and mass per unit length m
0

for manufacturing purposes) differing only in length. It follows then
that the frequency distribution for the hth mode of all the beams in the set can be represented as

ohðwÞ ¼
bh

b1

� �2

ooptðwÞ ð22Þ

Each of the frequency distributions represented by (22) shows a typical trend for a steep slope starting at w¼0, a fairly
flat branch around wtun¼0.5, and another steep slope as w approaches 1 (see Fig. 2).

Considering the frequency density function f, (1/f)¼(1/doh/dw) is a Gaussian-like function with a sharp peak around wtun,
to which corresponds the tuning frequency otun h ¼ ðbh=b1Þ

2
ðomaxþomin=2Þ. As seen in Fig. 3, the values around otun h, the

natural frequencies of the distribution oh(w) condense.
Expressions (19) and (21) also provide an intuitive understanding of the same optimal characteristics through the

factor (1/f), which produces large values for tn and Ceq around the tuning frequency otun h. In fact, the optimal distributions
described in [18–22], exhibit a characteristic flat branch at the tuning frequency, implying f(Otun) vanishes and tn becomes
infinite. In addition to the typical peaks of the equivalent damping related to (1/f), frequency-averaged damping can be
estimated using Eq. (20).

3.3. Frequency-averaged damping

The frequency intervals [oh(0),oh(1)] for neighboring modes may or may not partially overlap. In cases for
non-overlapping modal frequency distributions, such that oh(1)oohþ1(0) for any h, ðbhþ1=bhÞðlmin=lmaxÞ41, where lmin,



Fig. 2. Typical optimal frequency distribution within the cluster.

Fig. 3. Gauss-like frequency density distribution within the cluster.
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lmax represent the minimum and maximum beam lengths in the set. Then, in each frequency window Ph, the damping
expression simplifies as Ceq hðOÞ ¼ p2O2

ðdm=dOÞmh.
An estimate for the average of Ceq over the frequency bandwidth OA[oh(0),oh(1)] is expressed as

Ceq h ¼
1

DWh

Z ohð1Þ

ohð0Þ
p2O2 dm

dO
mhdO�

p2o2
tun h

DWh
mhMcl ð23Þ

where DWh¼oh(1)�oh(0) and Mcl are the hth natural frequency bandwidth of the device (absorber) and the total mass
of the cluster, respectively.

In addition, the relationship between Mcl and N can be found as

Mcl ¼m0
XN

i ¼ 1

lðwiÞ ¼m0N
XN

i ¼ 1

lðwiÞDw�m0N

Z 1

0
lðwÞdw¼m0Nb1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
B

m0
4

r Z 1

0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ooptðwÞ

p dw ð24Þ

Eqs. (19)–(24) form the basis for an optimal design of the cluster, as shown in the next section.

4. Cluster design and performances of the built-up device

A device based on the theory described above was designed for use on board of UNISAT (UNIversity SATellite launched
from Russia by a DNEPR rocket) (see Figs. 4–6), which is a permanent space project developed at the University of Rome La
Sapienza by the Gauss Group. UNISAT is a small scientific satellite (14–20 kg depending on the payload), that has been
launched periodically since 2000. The latest version of UNISAT will be equipped with the vibration suppressor described in
this paper. Severe vibrations affect the electronic instrumentation of the satellite during lift-off of and the present device is



Fig. 4. UNISAT (version n. 3—launched in 2004). View of the satellites room before the launch.

Fig. 5. On the left: electro-dynamic exciter acting on the bottom panel of the satellite. On the right: inner view of the satellite structure.

Fig. 6. Selection of the test ‘‘point P’’ on board at which the suppression vibration device is applied.
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designed to reduce the shock and vibration in the structure (one of the horizontal plates mounted inside the satellite) that
carries the electronic package. Moreover, due to the safety requirements imposed, all electronic equipment on board the
launcher must be switched-off during lift-off, making it unfeasible to use any active vibration suppressor.

The material used for the absorber is steel (r¼7780 kg/m3, E¼187.5 GPa) and the cluster of beams are manufactured
by milling it from a stack of steel sheets, each with a thickness of h¼0.6 mm. The maximum allowed space for the device is
90�90�40 mm, with a maximum allowed mass of 0.15 kg.
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The steps of the suggested design procedure are as follows:
(i)
 Selection of the frequency bandwidth and tuning frequency: On the basis of the experimental drive-point frequency response at
the attachment point P for OA[0,1000 Hz], the frequency bandwidth DW and its central frequency otun are selected as
otun¼440 Hz, DW¼140 Hz based on the highest peak exhibited in the drive-point frequency response (see Figs. 6–7).
(ii)
 Optimal frequency distribution: The values for omax, omin are determined from otun¼440 Hz, DW¼140 Hz, which
completely define the optimal frequency distributions given by Eq. (22), as represented in Figs. 8 and 9.
(iii)
 Length distribution: The continuous length distribution is determined on the basis of oopt(w) from
lðwÞ ¼ ðb1

ffiffiffi
h
p

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ooptðwÞ

p
Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðE=12 rÞ4

p
, which yields minimum and maximum lengths as 30.7 and 35.6 mm, respectively.

Considering that the device is made of symmetric beams (see Fig. 10), its maximum dimension, 81.2 mm, is a sum of
twice the length of the longest beam and the width of the rigid part (10 mm) to which all the beams are clamped, and
is within the design constraint.
(iv)
 Number of beams: As indicated in Eq. (21), because the trapping time is proportional to the number of beams, N can be
selected to guarantee the energy stored within the cluster remains there long enough to be dissipated by the inherent
internal damping. In order to have a large enough number of beams yet remain within the design constraints, the
absorber design can be optimized such that only a small fraction r of the energy initially trapped within the cluster
can return to the primary. Vibration of each beam exhibits an energy decay associated with a harmonic motion at
frequencyo expressed as e� Zo t, with Z representing the characteristic damping factor of the material. Since lower
frequencies show slower decay, the lowest decay is associated with the lowest frequency omin within the cluster.
Using this property, the factor e�Z omin td can be set equal to r:

e�Zomintd ¼ r-td ¼�
lnr
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Fig. 7. Experimental response at the selected attachment point.
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Fig. 9. Optimal length distribution within the set of beams of the device.

Fig. 10. Sketch of the design of the device.
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Therefore for t * Etd and substituting for the value of tn from Eq. (21) results in an expression for N:

N¼�
f ðotunÞlnr

2pZomin
ð25Þ

that provides an order of magnitude for the number of beams needed for the cluster. Since
f ðotunÞ � 500rad=s, omin � 2350rad=s, Z� 0:03 and selecting a value for r¼0.01, it follows that NE 30. For 30 beams,
the corresponding discrete length distribution is represented in Fig. 9.
(v)
 Width and gap: Since the maximum allowed width of the device is also D¼90 mm, sum of the beam widths, b, and the
gaps, g, between adjacent beams, produces a relationship for the geometric configuration of the device as

D¼NbþðN�1Þg ð26Þ

Referring to expression (23), it is desirable within the design constraints to increase the total mass of the beams to
increase the induced damping, which can be accomplished by maximizing the beam width b and making g as narrow
as possible. In practice, however, the minimum gap size is determined by manufacturing limitations, which in this
case was limited the value of g¼1 mm. Then from previous Eq. (26), it follows that b¼2 mm.
(vi)
 Maximizing the cluster mass: multiple layers: The previous analysis completely defines an optimal cluster satisfying the
prescribed design requirements. Moreover, the height and weight of the beam-cluster module described above fell
significantly below the prescribed constraints, leaving room for implementing multiple layers. A triple-layer absorber
was constructed by stacking duplicates of the beam cluster within the maximum allowed height of 40 mm. The
stacked modules have twofold contributions to the overall damping. The increased additional mass, as suggested by
Eq. (23) and the apparent damping through the additional clusters. The final device consists of three identical sets
of beams stacked on top of each other, separated by two aluminum spacers. Each spacer has a height of 5 mm,
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guaranteeing that the beams do not come into contact with those in adjacent clusters when undergoing the maximum
accelerations during lift-off.
The device has been manufactured using an CNC milling machine that produced the set of beams a from a pack of
aluminum sheets (see Fig. 11).
The final mass MDEV of the assembled device, shown in Fig. 12, weighs 0.13 kg.
For the design values given above, the equivalent damping is estimated using Eq. (19).
Measurements to validate the estimated equivalent damping and the effectiveness of the absorber are performed

following the procedure below.
As the first step, the best location for attachment point P is identified considering both the response and the geometric

constraints (Figs. 5 and 6). An electro-dynamic shaker was used to excite the structure with a spectrum similar to that
under operating conditions while monitoring several sensitive positions of interest. The point where the maximum
amplitude response develops is identified as P (Fig. 6), selected among those where the installation of the device is
Fig. 11. View of the buildup device-tuning frequency 440 Hz, total weight 130 g.

Fig. 12. Fabrication process of the device at the university lab by automated machining.

Fig. 13. Experimental test of the device alone to identify its apparent damping characteristics.
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technically possible. The peak frequency is identified from the drive-point frequency response function (FRF) at P (Fig. 7)
determining the tuning frequency and the bandwidth of the damper.

For the experimental identification of the apparent damping CEXP
eq ðOÞ of the device, first the experimental drive-point

FRFEXP(O) of the device at the attachment point is measured (Fig. 13). The device is then attached to an electro-dynamic
shaker and excited by a sweep-signal within the bandwidth 150–700 Hz. The corresponding experimental apparent
damping CEXP

eq ðOÞ is identified by curve fitting the measured FRF by a theoretical FRF of the form:

FRFEXPðOÞ ¼
1

�O2MDEVþ jOCEXP
eq ðOÞ

where MDEV is known (0.13 kg). The plot of CEXP
eq ðOÞ is shown in Fig. 14 and, as expected, the highest values appear in the

vicinity of the tuning frequency of 438 Hz. The measured peaks correspond to the 1st resonance frequency of each single
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Fig. 14. Experimental measurement of the apparent damping of the device (tuning frequency 438 Hz).

Fig. 15. View of the final installation of the vibration suppression device on board of UNISAT.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the FRFs at ‘‘point P’’ with (red curve) and without (blue curve) the vibration suppression device. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 17. Experimental evidence of the second modes effect on the suppression of vibration.
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beam in the cluster. The multiple peaks in CEXP
eq ðOÞ is due to the presence of a finite number of beams in the set, which, in

light of the previous theory, implies that the integral I is replaced by the summation S.
To verify the effectiveness of the built-up device, it was installed on the satellite plate (see Fig. 15). Fig. 16 presents a

comparison of the attenuated drive-point FRF with absorber mounted on it and one without, where the measurements
refer to the point of attachment of the electronic package to the same plate at which the suppressor is installed. The
results, given for the frequency range covered by the set of first modes of the beams in the cluster, show significant
reduction in the FRF amplitude, and is expected to provide sufficient protection.

Fig. 17 shows the same comparison (log-scale on the vertical axis) but for the frequency bandwidth 2200–3000 Hz. This
bandwidth covers the set of natural frequencies of the second modes of the beams producing, as explained for Eq. (19), an
additional attenuation of the amplitude of vibration.
5. Conclusions

This paper presents a theory, followed by a set of design rules, for a new shock absorbing device that consists of a
cluster of parallel resonating beams that absorb vibratory energy from a primary structure to which it is attached. The
working principle of the shock absorber relies on a special distribution of beam lengths within the cluster such that energy
flow from the primary structure to the device is maximized but return of energy to the primary is prevented. The paper
also describes a prototype shock absorber built using the same design rules for application in a satellite. Measurements
conducted on the prototype validate the estimated energy absorption and show effective reduction of vibration amplitude
of the component to which it is attached.
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